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INTRODUCTION

An insufficient supply of organs for transplant is an ever present 
obstacle for transplant medicine. A long term resolution of these 
problems is being sought by developing ways to engineer live or-
gans from a person’s own cells. Previous tissue manufacturing ap-
proaches involved seeding either adult or stem cells onto various 
3D scaffolds, with subsequent cell proliferation and differentiation 
into spatially-arranged functional tissue. However, the approach 
has not been successful as organs are very complicated. Advances 
in our understanding of an organ’s tissue components and prog-
ress in 3D printing technology have allowed a new era of bioprint-
ing to unfold. Bioprinting is described as a 3D printing system that 
provides precise accumulation and arrangement of living cells, ex-

tracellular matrix elements, biochemical components, proteins, 
and bio-substances on solid or gel reservoirs that can closely mim-
ic the living organ which is being artificially constructed [1-4]. Sub-
stantial achievements in understanding the intricate structure of 
organs have led researchers to conclude that artificial organ con-
struction demands highly accurate placement of these components 
including complex vascular integration [5]. Recent advances in the 
development of 3D printers utilizing laser-based, inkjet-based and 
extrusion systems have facilitated the development of techniques 
that allow the construction of these intricate organ structures with 
precise arrangement of matrix, vasculature and cells [6]. Bio-print-
ing is providing a greater ability in tissue engineering and research-
ers are hoping to be able to manufacture de novo living organs for 
transplant in the near future to alleviate the chronic shortage of 
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Recently, regenerative medicine utilizing tissue manufacturing has been a creative topic of 
study, offering promise for resolving the gap between insufficient organ supply and trans-
plantation needs. Moreover, 3D generation of functional organs is seen as the main hope 
to resolve these issues that will be a major advancement in the field over the next genera-
tion. Organ printing is the 3D construction of functional cellular tissue that can replace or-
gans made by additive biofabrication with computational technology. Its advantages offer 
rapid prototyping (RP) methods for fabricating cells and adjunctive biomaterials layer by 
layer for manufacturing 3D tissue structures. There is growing interest in applying stem cell 
research to bio-printing. Recently several bio-printing methods have been developed that 
accumulate organized 3D structures of living cells by inkjet, extrusion, and laser based 
printing systems. By printing spatially organized gradients of biomolecules as an extracel-
lular matrix, direct stem cell seeding can then be engineered to differentiate into different 
lineages forming multiple subpopulations that closely approximate the desired organ. Pli-
able implementation patches can Stem cells for tissue regeneration can be arranged or 
deposited onto pliable implementation patches with the purpose of generating functional 
tissue structures. In this review, current research and advancement of RP-based bio-print-
ing methods to construct synthetic living organs will be discussed. Furthermore, recent ac-
complishments in bioprinting methods for stem cell study and upcoming endeavors rele-
vant to tissue bioengineering, regenerative medicine and wound healing will be examined. 
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organs for transplant. This review discusses the present state of 
bio-printing techniques, its benefits and limitations, and future 
trends towards the manufacturing of living synthetic organs both 
for research and clinical application.

HISTORY OF 3D PRINTING

3D printing can be considered as synonymous or analogous to 
the concept of additive manufacturing (AM), solid-freeform tech-
nology, or rapid prototyping (RP) as first developed by Charles 
Hull. In 1983, Hull first conceived of the idea 3D printing, calling 
it stereolithography. The format would continue evolving to con-
nect computer aided design (CAD) software to produce designs 
that could be transmitted as files for 3D printing. Michael Cima 
and Emanuel Sachs, MIT professors, conceived term of “3D print-
er” in 1993 developing further techniques to manufacture plastic, 
ceramic, and metal products [7]. 3D printing has been applied in 
multiple industries such as the automotive and aerospace indus-
tries for the rapid manufacturing of new design prototypes for air-
plane and car parts [8]. Soon after, medical applications began to 
be developed in the early 2000s, especially for manufacturing in-
dividualized dental prosthetics and implants [9,10]. 3D printing 
has been expanded to numerous other medical applications in-
cluding biomedical engineering.

AM applied developments in precision controlled laser and ink-
jet printing technology by expanding them to three dimensions 
(3D) creating solid objects, rather than just designs of ink on pa-
per. The AM manufacturing technique reads CAD data to build 
3D constructs layer by layer according to the virtual design [12]. 
Bio-fabrication is an emerging expansion of these AM technolo-
gies to the manufacture of complex 3D synthetic organs and tis-
sues, using them to overcome limitations of conventional tissue 
engineering techniques [11]. Computer-aided bio-additive manu-
facturing of 3-D tissue and organs, involves the highly accurate 
deposition of living cells with an associated hydrogel scaffold of 
biomaterials mimicking vascular structure, basement membranes 
and associated extracellular matrix. This has allowed bio-printing 
to be extended to tissue engineering for the creation of de novo or-
gans. Bio-additive fabricating techniques include laser-used [13], 
inkjet-used [14], extrusion-used [15] methods.

Various kinds of bio-printing machines have been developed 
from all over the world including Korea (Fig. 1). These printers are 
capable of using CAD plans to precision print cells in a matrix of 

biomaterials that can mimic the functional structure of an organ, 
such as liver or heart. Newly developed biomaterials having char-
acteristics of biocompatibility and degradability that are used to 
fabricate cell-scaffold constructs allowing the printed cells, either 
adult differentiated cells or stem cells, to establish and maintain 
themselves and take on the roles they would perform in the natu-
rally occurring organ. Since new advances in stem cell science 
suggest that it is entirely possible to use a patient’s own cells in the 
manufacture of the organ, it is hoped that these will not only pro-
vide an alternative to replace donor organs, but that the transplant-
ed de novo organ can also decrease chances of complications due 
to rejection, as it will be autologous. 

BIO-PRINTING CLASSIFICATION

Bio-printing technology commonly uses three common 3D 
printing methods, laser, inkjet, and extrusion techniques (Fig. 2). 
Recent laser systems used for bio-fabrication are capable of build-
ing high resolution patterns of viable cells layer by layer on the 
scaffold [16,17]. Laser energy transfers cells hanging on a material 

Fig. 1. 3D bio-printer available in Korea (given by KIMM). Hydrogel 
and cells can be injected by bio-printer with pre-determined CAD 
program and tissue with cells and biodegradable polymer can be 
made.
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will likely be the primary foundation for organ printing technolo-
gies in the future. Inkjet bio-printers eject suspension droplets 
onto a surface rasterizing a pattern from CAD software produced 
template instructions using reservoirs of suspended adult cells, 
stem cells, or bio-molecular substrate for scaffolding in printer 
cartridges. The CAD software digitally encodes the design data to 
fabricate tissue or organs [14]. Inkjet printers utilize currently avail-
able technology to provide flexible and reasonable solutions for 
constructing complicated encapsulated organs such as the heart 
[22] (Table 1). While also being capable of printing and patterning 
multi-layer cell matrix patterns for skin regeneration on injuries in 
situ in a process similar to spray painting [23]. In spite of these ad-
vantages, inkjet-based systems still have a number of significant 
limitations including sedimentation and aggregation of cells and 
biomaterials in reservoir cartridges causing frequent blockage of 
printhead nozzles and excessive cell damage due to passage through 
the small diameter, heat and electrical charge of the nozzle orifice, 
causing cell necrosis and apoptosis. These processes cell sedimen-
tation, aggregation and damage compound over time, limiting the 
printing of cells in high densities [24-26]. Another challenge is the 
maintenance of structural integrity of the organ tissue during bio-
printing that needs to be resolved by creating better suspensions 
that can allow better control of droplet form and more rapid fus-
ing of the printed droplets to form the desired 3D structure.

Extrusion-based printing utilizes a continuous formation and 
accumulation of cylindrical supporting struts that provide better 
structural integrity during bio-printing. Extrusion printing press-
es dots or lines of material into the desired structural shape via 
computer-controlled actuators using mechanical and/or pneu-
matic power. Under robotic control, a pressure-assisted system 
dispenses either cellular or acellularbio-material precisely deposit-

Table 1. Current technological barriers of 3D printing 

Constraint Present Future

Slow modeling  
   speed

Take 12-24 hours Take a few minutes-1 hour
Manufacturing multiple products

Limitation of  
   materials

Mainly plastics
Partially metals
Necessary post-processing

Diversity of materials (Metal,  
   ceramic, biomaterial etc.)
Variety of colors and function
Unnecessary post-processing

Maximum size/  
   precision

Lesser than 1,000 cm3

0.01-0.5 mm resolution
Tens of m3

Nano-level resolution
Design/  
   function

CAD expert center
Focus on appearance design
Impossible functionalization

Public usable software
Complicated internal form
Possible functionalization

Fig. 2. Schematic classification of bio-printing technology. (A) Bio-
printing, are categorized into generally three techniques based on 
their working principles laser based, (B) inkjet based (C) and extru-
sion based techniques.
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in donor slides to a collector substrate. A bubble formation created 
by a laser pulse pushes the cells to the collector substrate. This high 
degree of precision is the primary advantage of laser-based systems 
[18]. However, overheating of the cells and excessive exposure of 
the cellular bio-layer to laser energy has been a disadvantage and 
remains a challenge [19-21]. One possibility to surmount the chal-
lenges has been the use of lower energy infrared [17]. Although de-
termining the optimal wavelength remains an issue, laser-based 
printing has not been shown to cause mutations or apoptosis [17].

In rapid development since the early 2000’s, inkjet bio-printing 
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ing the encapsulated cell in 3-D structures mimicking the desired 
[6]. Extrusion-based printing is currently the most convenient sys-
tem for manufacturing 3-D cellular structures, but the system re-
quires a rapid process of cell encapsulation,resulting in shear-in-
duced cell distortion and there is a resulting restriction of material 
variety.

ORGAN PRINTING AND CHALLENGES

Organ printing is a process of self-assembly. Small units of engi-
neered tissue consisting of bio-printed cellular aggregates are ama-
ssed layer by layer to form the 3D structure of a functional organ 
[27-29]. Development of clinically functional bio-printed organs 
that can be transplanted and then physiologically integrate with 
the recipient patient requires advancements in three related tech-
nologies [30]. First we need better understanding of cell biology 
and development of biotechnology to secure adequate populations 
of clinically functional cells. Then advancements in bio-printing 
processes are needed that allow creation of 3D conformations of 
cells and biomaterials that more closely mimic the natural organ 
function. Finally we need to be able to integrate the bio-synthe-
sized organ to function and perform in vivo, i.e., in the patient. 
Challenges that we face in the final step of transplantation include 
ensuring immune tolerance of the organ in the patient, and the 
demonstration of safety and efficacy of the bio-printed de novo 
synthesized organ, and finally ability of the manufacturer to main-
tain adequate production and quality control.

Recent research trends in organ bio-printing have focused on 
the development of bio-gels that better provide structural tem-
plates for the genesis of adequate vascularization of the organ tis-
sue. Bio-gels must also promote cellular aggregate formation and 
fusion in the appropriate conformation to mimic the structural 
and functional capacity of the target organ. Factors to balance in 
tissue printing involve creating cell-matrix composites that supply 
sufficient cohesion between aggregates while allowing cells to mi-
grate and take position where they are needed. If bio-printing bio-
gels are too fluid, there is insufficient cohesion to maintain desired 
structure, but if they are too rigid, then necessary cell migrations 
will be prohibited [29,31].

In 3-D bio-printing technologies, providing insufficient vascu-
larization for 3-D organs is a fatal flaw. Without vascularization, 
cells cannot live, let alone function as normal tissues or organs 
[32,33]. Successful manufacture of 3-D tissues or organs absolutely 

requires vascularization, for without it the cells cannot exchange 
nutrients, remove wastes,or exchange gas, all of which are neces-
sary for growth, maturation and long-term homeostatic mainte-
nance of the bioengineered tissues. Current bio-printing methods 
are incapable of multiscale manufacture of branched vasculature 
and micro-vasculature capable of long term sustenance of a bio-
mimetically synthesized organ. There is ongoing research using 
computer generated modeling of vascular structure formation in 
maturing organs, but there have been only a few partially success-
ful endeavors toward the manufacturing of bifurcated and branched 
vascular trees in organ engineering [34,35]. Creaton of functional-
ly integrated bifurcated vessels for organ and tissue engineering 
still remains a limiting obstacle challenging the maturation of bio-
printing technologies 

CURRENT STATUS OF BIOPRINTING IN TERMS OF 
ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION

Bio-printing refers to tissue regeneration by fabricating scaf-
folds and tissue constructs with functional 3D structures. Its po-
tential has been demonstrated in a number of studies. In one study, 
extrusion- bio-printing was used to fabricate a trileaflet heart valve 
conduit, comprised of human aortic valve interstitial cells and hy-
aluronic acid and gelatin hydrogel showing the feasibility of bio-
printing cellularized tissue valves for clinical use [36,37]. In anoth-
er example demonstrating possible clinical application of current 
technologies, computer-controlled inkjet bio-printers printed lay-
er by layer, functional human cartilage plugs using poly (ethylene 
glycol) dimenthacrylate (PEGDMA) plus human chondrocytes 
that were subsequently used to repair osteochondral defects in hu-
man patients [38]. The printed chondrocytes retained the initially 
deposited shape obtained by photopolymerization of biomaterial 
scaffold with precise cell distribution to allow anatomic cartilage 
engineering [38].

Cartilage 3D bio-printing has also been used in 2013 [39]. In 
this study, a bio-resorbable, customized tracheal splint was im-
planted to an infant with tracheobronchomalacia. The splint was 
designed with CAD based on imaging of the patient’s airway and 
bio-fabricated with polycaprolactone using laser-based bio-print-
ing. The implanted splint was circumferentially covered with the 
malacology left bronchus allowing functional expansion of the 
ariway. Subsequently, the bronchus revealed normal patency with-
out collapse in bronchoscopy and normal level ventilation was re-
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covered as measure by normal partial pressure of carbon dioxide 
in venous. This case suggests that CAD and 3D bio-printing can 
facilitate the manufacture of individualized, implantable bio-mi-
metic materials with structural features that are anatomically spe-
cific to the patient.The utilization of bio-printing for skeletal re-
construction has also been studied using extrusion bio-printing 
methods to fabricated bone using bone marrow stromal cells 
(BMSC) suspended and imprinted using hydrogels [40]. Bio-print-
ing fabrication has been used to develop vascularized bone grafts 
[41]. Chondrocytes, from human multipotent stromal cells (MSC) 
have been engineered to organize construction of extracellular 
matrix [40,42]. These cells passing the nozzles retained viability 
and demonstrated osteogenic differentiation [43]. Furthermore, 
two different cell groups could be combined within single con-
structs by changing the nozzle in the course of deposition. It indi-
cates that this 3D deposition technique is appropriate for bone 
grafts using multiple cell types [40].

Bio-printing has been used for repairing peripheral nerve injury 
by manufacturing biological nerve grafts. Like many other tissue, 
injured peripheral nerves do not fully regenerate motor and/or 
sensory function resulting in chronic disability or chronic pain or 
loss of sensation distal to the wound origin. In a rat model, nerve 
constructs comprised of stem cells and Schwann cells were suc-
cessfully transplanted [44].

Another application utilizes bio-printing technology for repair 
and regeneration of the skin. Skin substitutes have been synthe-
sized both in vitro and in situ by inkjet-used bio-printing systems 
[45]. In the study, human skin cell suspensions of fibroblasts and 
keratinocytes were imprinted using inkjet-based bio-printers ca-
pable of creating biomimetic multilayered skin tissue.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE OF BIO-PRINTING

Bio-fabrication techniques are under development to construct 
bio-substance scaffolds consisting of microenvironment that can 
support and direct the differentiation and maturation of pluripo-
tent or multipotent stem cells into adult tissue. Stem cells provide a 
high potential for creating complex constructs, and are expected 
to play a leading part in the engineering of 3D tissues or organs 
[27]. A challenge of stem cell applications in bio-fabrication will be 
to optimize the bio-hydrogels used to generae the microenviron-
ment; integrating signals for bothcell proliferation and differentia-
tion as well as the mechanical characteristics to imitate the in vivo 

conditions. Stem cell proliferation and differentiation to generate 
mature tissue that maintains the organ-specific phenotype are in-
fluenced by diverse biological components [46-48].

To optimize manufacturing design for production, computer 
simulations and mathematical modeling will play an important 
role in modern fabrication schemes [27,33]. These computer stim-
ulations and mathematical studies will likely give greater under-
standing of bio-printing technologies and fabrication reproduce 
mechanical effects important in organ development as well as un-
derstanding encapsulating micro-environment of the tissue cells 
[49,50]. Deposition of 3D biomaterial is currently impeded by un-
suitable manufacturing parameters such as deposition speed and 
overcoming the numerous challenges affecting printing rated will 
have many beneficial consequences. Computer simulations can 
predict and optimize the 3D constructs before printing. Nonethe-
less, this computational and mathematical methodology require 
further development and optimization to substantiate the promise 
for 3D bio-printing of engineered tissues and organs for use clini-
cal use and research studies.

Another promising future for 3D bio-printing is in situ creation 
or repair of human tissues and organs in the clinic or in the surgi-
cal suite. In situ 3D bio-printing currently is investigated for re-
pairing organs [23]. As noted above, for repair and regeneration of 
injured skin, the damaged area is filled in by successive layers of 
multiple cell types such as keratinocytes and fibroblasts. This in-
novative approach is at the cutting edge of 3D bio-printing, to ther-
apeutically repair in situ injured tissues and damaged internal or-
gans which do not have self-repair abilities.
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